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ABSTRACT
The effects of thermal stratification, thermal radiation, applied electric and magnetic fields, Joules heating and
viscous dissipation are numerically studied on a boundary layer flow of electrical conducting nanofluid over a
nonlinearly stretching sheet. The governing partial differential equations are converted to a couple of ordinary
differential equations by incorporating suitable similarity transformations and are solved by using 4th order
Runge-Kutta method with shooting technique. The electrical conducting nanofluid particle fraction is controlled
on the boundary passively rather than actively. The effects of velocity, temperature, and nanoparticles
concentration volume fraction with skin friction, heat transfer characteristics are examined graphically. It is
noticed that the variable thickness enhances all the profiles i.e., fluid velocity, temperature, and nanoparticle
concentration volume fraction. For increasing values of thermal stratification, the heat and mass transfer rate at
the surface increases but reverse trend is occurred in case of fluid temperature. Electric field accelerates the
nanofluid velocity which resolved the sticking effects caused by a magnetic field and so the fluid velocity gets
suppressed. Radiative heat transfer and viscous dissipation are sensitive to an increase in the fluid temperature
and thicker thermal boundary layer thickness. Comparison with published work is examined and presented due to
excellent agreement.
KEYWORDS: MHD nanofluid; Variable thickness; Thermal radiation; Similarity solution;Thermal
stratification.

Highlights:

1.
2.
3.
4.

MHD nanofluid due to stretching sheet with variable thickness with passively controlled.
A similarity transformation is used then solved by 4th order Runge-Kutta method with
shooting technique.
Electric and magnetic fields are taken into account in velocity and energy analysis.
Combined effect of thermal stratification is examined.
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Nomenclature
b, c, d positive constants
uniform transverse magnetic field
B0
applied magnetic field
B
skin friction coefficient
C fx
cp

specific heat constant

ambient concentration
C
Brownian diffusion coefficient
DB
thermophoresis diffusion
DT
coefficient
uniform electric field factor
E0
electrical field parameter
E1
applied electric field
E
Eckert number
Ec
dimensionless stream function
f
Joule current
J
thermal conductivity

Lewis number
Le
magnetic field parameter
M
Brownian motion parameter
Nb
Nt
thermophoresis parameter
N ux
local Nusselt number
Pr
Prandtl number
qm
wall mass flux
qr
radiative heat flux
qw
wall heat flux
Rd
radiation parameter
Re x local Reynolds number
St
thermal stratification parameter
S hx
local Sherwood number
temperature of the fluid
T
T0
reference temperature

constant temperature at the wall
ambient temperature
T
velocity component
u, v
x, y  direction component
velocity fluid
V
wall mass transfer
VW
Greek symbols
wall thickness parameter

base fluid thermal diffusivity
f
TW

*





p
f
(  c) f
(  c) p

C
CW

C





w

Steffan-Boltzmann constant
electrical conductivity
dimensionless similarity variable
dynamic viscosity of the fluid
kinematic viscosity of the fluid
density
particle density
density of the fluid
heat capacity of the fluid
heat capacity of a nanoparticle
stream function
concentration of the fluid
nanoparticle volume fraction
nanoparticle volume fraction
dimensionless temperature
dimensionless concentration
ratio between the effective heat
transfer capacity and the heat
capacity of the fluid
surface shear stress

Subscripts
condition at the free stream

W
condition at the wall/surface

1. INTRODUCTION
More recently, a new class of fluids known as nanofluids has drawn attentions of researchers in
diverse areas of science and engineering technology as result of wide coverage of industrial
applications of these fluids. This new innovation aims at enhancing the thermal conductivities and the
convective heat transfer of fluids through suspensions of ultrafine nanoparticles in the base fluids [1].
Nanofluid is a mixture of an ultrafine nanoparticle of diameter less than 100nm dispersed in the
conventional basic fluid namely water, toluene, ethylene, and oil. Some common metallic
nanoparticles are copper, silver, silicon, aluminum, and titanium which tends to enhances the thermal
conductivities and hence convective heat transfer rate of such fluids, which increases the energy
transport strength and enactment [2-7]. Considering variable thickness due to flow, it has gained
consideration due to widely advances recently in the area of engineering enhancement in the fields of
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mechanical, civil, architectural etc [8-10]. This is rooted in the innovative work of Fang et al. [11]
against variable thickness using pure fluid. The surface medium of variable thickness have influential
values and significant noticed in industrial and engineering processes. It aims at reducing the
heaviness of supplementary component and enhance the operation of devices. Consequently, this
drew the attention of various researchers [12-17] for flow behaviour against stretching sheet involving
variable thickness. The study of nanofluids with effects of magnetic fields has enormous applications
in the fields of metallurgy and engineering advancement [18-30]. Such significant are derived in
stretching of plastic sheets, polymer industry and metallurgy by hydromagnetic. In the area of
metallurgical processes which involves cooling of continuous strips/filaments through drawing them
from nanofluid [31]. Drawing these strips involves stretched at some point in time and also annealing
and thinning of copper wires [32]. In these process, the desired properties of final product strongly
depend by the virtue on the level of cooling from side to side drawing such strips in an electrically
conducting fluid with impacts of magnetic fields [33]. Nanofluids are primarily aimed at cooling
devices in the computer (cooling of microchips) and electronics devices (microfluidic) applications.
Investigation showed that nanofluids with the influence of magnetic field, by varying the
electromagnetic field, it absorbs energy and gives a controllable hyperthermia, which acts as superpara-magnetic fluid see the works of [34]. In different flows of practical relevance in nature as well as
in many engineering devices, the environment is thermally stratified [35]. Stratification is a formation
or deposition of layers which occur as results of temperature difference or variations of densities or
due to the presence of different fluids. The discharge of hot fluid into enclosed regions more often
leads in a stable thermal stratification containing lighter fluid overlying denser fluid [36]. The level at
which these objects are cooled a vital bearing in mind on the desired properties of the finished
product. These applications involve heat rejection into the environment namely lakes, seas, and rivers;
thermal energy storage systems like solar ponds; and heat transfer through thermal sources namely
condensers of power plants [37-39]. Related works pointed out that thermal stratification effects in
electrical magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) boundary layer stretched flow of revised nanofluid model
[40] containing nanoparticles with water base fluid due to variable thickness is not investigated yet.
Pattnaik et al. [41-45] studied the behaviour of MHD fluid flow and observed some interesting results.
Consequently, our main goal here is four folds. Firstly to examine thermal stratification effects
through the heat in the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flow. Secondly to analyse electric field impact.
Thirdly to address thermal radiation and Joule heating in view of Heat transfer phenomenon. Fourth to
present formulation in the company of Brownian motion and thermophoresis. In manufacturing
processes, the raw material passes through the die for the extrusion in a liquefied state under high
temperature, with densities gradient leads to thermal stratification. Moving surface into a cooling
medium is a mathematical tool for the process of heat treatment in the fields of engineering
technology noticed in mechanical, civil, architectural involved variable thickness. The governing
mathematical system which is partial differential equations is converted to a system of nonlinear
coupled of ordinary differential equations by similarity transformation techniques. The resulted nondimensional nonlinear convective effect are solved using implicit finite difference. Behaviours of
various pertinent parameters on the velocity, temperature, and nanoparticle concentration are
examined. Skin friction coefficient and Nusselt number are compared and analysed. A comparative
assessment of the present and previous data is made with judgment.
2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
We have considered a steady two-dimensional flow of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) nanofluid due
to a nonlinear stretching sheet with variable thickness. The velocity of the stretching sheet is denoted
as UW ( x) and the surface is taken at y  A1 ( x  b)(1n )/2 as the nonlinear stretching surface variable,
in which for n  1 the stretching sheet is of the same thickness. The boundary layer equations of the
fluid flow are consist of the continuity equation, the momentum equation, energy equation and
concentration equation. The laminar incompressible flow of viscous nanofluid in the presence of
applied magnetic field B and electric field E are taken into consideration. The flow is due to
stretching of a sheet from a slot through two equal and opposite force and thermally radiative. The
magnetic and electric fields obey the Ohm's law define J   ( E  V  B ) . The magnetic field
strength B( x) and electric field E ( x) strength is applied normal to the flow field. The induced
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magnetic field is so small, so the induced magnetic field and Hall current impacts are insignificant.
We choose the Cartesian coordinate system such that and are the velocity components of the fluid in
the x  and y  direction see Fig.1. The combined effects of thermal radiation, viscous dissipation,
magnetic and electrical fields are incorporated. The nanofluid flow due to a nonlinear stretching sheet
with variable thickness is considered. The investigation of the nanofluid which involves particles and
liquid.

Boundary Layer

y,v
B(x)

E(x)
Electric Field

Magnetic Field
fieldField

Nanofluid

x,u

Slit

Variable Sheet Thickness

Fig. 1 Physical configuration of the geometry

The magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) boundary layer flow equation of an incompressible
nanofluid are given as:

u v
 0
x y
x  direction momentum equation
  2u  2u  
u
u 1 P
u v

 v 2  2  
E ( x) B( x)  B 2 ( x)u 

x
y  f x
 x y   f
y  direction momentum equation
u
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  2v  2v  
v
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  2C  2C  D   2T  2T 
C
C
v
 DB  2  2   T  2  2 
x
y
y  T  x
y 
 x
( n 1)/2
, B( x)  B0 ( x  b)( n1)/2 .
where E ( x)  E0 ( x  b)
Corresponding boundary conditions [46]:
For y  A1 ( x  b)(1n )/2 ,

(5)

u

u  UW ( x)  U 0 ( x  b) n , v  0, T  TW ( x)  T0  c( x  b) n , DB

C  DT  T

0

y  T  y

For y  , u  0, T  T  T0  d ( x  b)n , C  C
(6)
Using an order magnitude analysis of the y  direction momentum equation (3) (normal to
the stretching sheet) and applying the normal boundary layer equation:

u  v,

u
u v v
 , ,
y
x x y

P
0
y
To obtain similarity solution, the nondimensionalized variables are presented as [47-49]:
and

1/2

 2

 
 U 0 ( x  b) n 
 n 1


(C  C )
(T  T )
 n 1

F ( ),   y 
U 0 ( x  b)n1  ,  ( ) 
, ( ) 
,
C
(TW  T )
 2

1/2

 n 1
 
 n 1   
u  U 0 ( x  b) F ( ), v   
U 0 ( x  b) n 1   F ( )   
(7)
 F ( )  .
 2
 
 n 1 

Substituting equation (7) into (1)-(3), we obtained the transformed ordinary differential
1/2

n

equation as:
 2n  
2
F ( )  F ( ) F ( )  
 ( F ( ))  M ( E1  F ( ))  0
 n 1 
The transformed boundary conditions are presented as:
1 n
  0, F ( )  
, F ( )  1
1 n
  , F ( )  0

(8)

1/2

 (n  1) U 0 
where   A1 

 2  
Taking F ( )  F (   )  f ( ) in equation (8) we get,
 2n  
2
f ( )  f ( ) f ( )  
 ( f ( ))  M ( E1  f ( ))  0
 n 1 
Using the Rosseland approximation, the radiative heat flux is given by (Brewster [50])
4
4 * T 4
qr  
where T 4  4T3T  3T
3k * y

(9)

qr
16T3 *  2T

y
3k * y 2
So from equation (4),
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The volume fraction concentration equation reduced to:
N
   t    Le f    0
Nb
The corresponding boundary conditions are:
1 n
f (0)  
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Physical quantities:
The skin friction coefficient is defined in terms of shear stress and density:
 u 
w
C fx 
, w    
2
U w ( x)
 y  y  A1 ( x b )(1n )/2
Nusselt number is defined as:
1 n

( x  b) 2
16 *   T 

Nux 
qw , qw     


 (Tw  T )
3k *   y  y  A ( x b )(1n )/2

1
The Sherwood number is defined as:
1 n

 C 
( x  b) 2
Shx 
qm , qm   DB 

DB
 y  y  A ( x b )(1n )/2
1

Non-dimensional form of the above quantities are:
1 n
1 n
 4  1 n 
C fx Re x 
f (0), Nux / Re x   1  Rd 
 (0), Shx / Re x  
 (0) (13)
2
2
 3  2
A1 ( x  b)( n 1) U w ( x  b)

where Re x 
.
v
v
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The set of nonlinear highly ordinary differential equations (9), (10), (11) with the respective
boundary conditions (12) are solved numerically using Keller box method [51], for the
velocity, temperature and concentration fields. The computation is repeated until some
convergence criterion is satisfied up to the desired accuracy of a 105 level. Comparison with
the existing results published by Fang et al. [11] shows a perfect agreement. In the present
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computation the value of the pertinent parameters are considered as
M =n  Pr  Ec  Rd  Le  1 E1  St  Nt  Nb  0.1unless otherwise stated.
Figs. 2(a-c) displayed the dimensionless velocity fields for various values of magnetic field
parameter ' M ', electric field parameter ' E1 ' and nonlinear stretching sheet parameter ' n '.
Variation in velocity with an increase in magnetic field parameter with effects of variable
thickness can be seen from Fig. 2(a). It is noticed that an increase in ' M ', the velocity profiles
reduced close to the wall and suddenly increase near the stretching sheet surface as result of
electrical force. The Lorentz force which acts as a retarding force tends to enhance the
frictional resistance opposing the nanofluid movement in the hydrodynamic boundary layer
thickness. In the case of presence of variable thickness, the velocity and momentum boundary
layer is higher. The effect of electric field parameter on the velocity profiles is presented in
Fig. 2(b) with effects of variable thickness. Increasing in the values of ' E1 ' accelerate the
nanofluid flow more significantly near the stretching sheet surface with thicker
hydrodynamic boundary layer thickness. This is as result of Lorentz force that is arising due
to an electrical force acting as accelerating force which tends to reduce the frictional
resistance leading to shifting the stream away from the nonlinear stretching sheet. The
velocity increase as the momentum boundary layer becomes thicker in the presence of
variable thickness parameter to that of absence. Fig. 3(c) portrays the influence of nonlinear
stretching sheet parameter ' n ' in the presence of electric field parameter ( E1  0.1 ) and
absence ( E1  0 ). Higher values of resulted in an increase in the velocity profiles and thicker
momentum boundary layer thickness. In the case of presence of electric field, the flow shifts
away from the stretching surface at initial stage with an increase in the velocity field. The
velocity gradient reduced as the nonlinear stretching sheet rises.
The variation of temperature field  ( ) for various values of Prandtl number Pr , thermal
radiation parameter Rd , Eckert number Ec and thermal stratification parameter St is
investigated in the Figs 3(a-d). From Fig. 3(a), we examined that for larger momentum
boundary layer thickness is greater than thermal boundary layer thickness with thicker
thermal boundary layer thickness with a presence of variable thickness. Since Prandtl number
is the momentum diffusivity to thermal diffusivity. The fluid temperature decreases close to
the nonlinear stretching sheet surface significantly for an increase in the values of Prandtl
number. The rate of heat transfer at the surface increase with increase in values of Pr .
Radiation impacts on the temperature field is depicted in Fig. 3(b). An increase in values of
Rd enhances the heat flux from the nonlinear stretching sheet which resulted in an increase in
the fluid's temperature. Hence the temperature field and thermal boundary layer increase with
an increase in Rd . In the absence of variable thickness, the thermal boundary layer thickness
is lower compared to presence. The temperature gradient reduced for higher values of thermal
radiation. Fig. 3(c) illustrate that temperature is an increasing function of the Eckert number
Ec . The fluid temperature and thermal boundary layer thickness increase significantly in the
presence of variable thickness. Eckert number is the ratio of kinetic energy to enthalpy. For
higher values of Ec , kinetic energy rises with consequently enhances the nanofluid
temperature. The rate of heat transfer at the surface reduced for much quantity of viscous
dissipation. Fig. 3(d) is sketched to analyse the variation in temperature field for varying
thermal stratification parameter St . It is worth notice that fluid temperature is a decreasing
function of thermal stratification with a rise in variable thickness parameter. The effective
convective potential that coexists between the nonlinear stretching sheet and the ambient
nanofluid decreased with an increase in St . In view of this, the fluid temperature and thermal
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boundary layer thickness reduced for higher thermal stratification. The rate of heat transfer at
the surface increases for an increase in the amount of thermal stratification. Figs. 4(a-d) are
plotted to examine the behaviour of Brownian motion parameter N b , thermophoresis
parameter N t , Lewis number Le and Prandtl number Pr on the dimensionless nanoparticles
concentration field  ( ) . From Fig. 4(a), it is obvious that the nanoparticle concentration and
its solutal boundary layer thickness is smaller for larger Brownian motion parameter with
thicker concentration boundary layer as resulted of variable thickness. The nanoparticle
concentration gradient at the boundary wall is controlled passively at the surface by the
expression of   Nt Nb  and temperature gradient. The effects of thermophoresis parameter
on the concentration profile  ( ) is demonstrated in Fig. 4(b). It is noticed that the
nanoparticle concentration increases with an increase in thermophoresis parameter and higher
with variable thickness. This is as result of thermophoresis force developed by the rate of
mass transfer at the surface creates a smooth flow far from the nonlinear stretching sheet
surface. In view of this more heated fluid shift away from the surface and hence with much
amount of thermophoresis, the fast flow from the nonlinear stretching sheet due to the
presence of thermophoresis force resulting to enhancement in the nanoparticle concentration
boundary layer thickness. The influence of Lewis number Le on nanoparticle concentration is
revealed in Fig. 4(c). It is worth noticing that the nanoparticle concentration reduced
significantly with higher values of Lewis number but thicker with variable thickness. This
reduction in nanoparticle concentration and solutal boundary layer thickness is as results of
the change in Brownian diffusion coefficient. It noted that higher values Lewis number
associated to weaker Brownian diffusion coefficient. The concentration gradient increases
with higher values of Lewis number. Fig. 4(d) shows the variation of Prandtl number Pr on
concentration profile  ( ) . An obvious observation is marked i.e., for increasing values of Pr ,
concentration profile is enhanced.
Fig. 5(a-d) shows the variation of Skin friction coefficient. It is clear that, Skin friction
coefficient increases by increasing M ,  & n while it decreases for higher values E1 and for
M &  ,0    1, it also decreases. From Figs. (6) and (7) it is remarked that, Local Nusselt
number increases for higher values of Nt , Nb , E1 , Pr & n however it decreases for higher
values of M , Rd , Ec and St . From Figs. (8), it is observed that Sherwood number increases for
higher values of Le , Nb , Rd and St however it decreases for higher values of” N t and Pr .
3. CONCLUSION
The impact of thermal radiation and Joule heating due to the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
flow of nanofluid against a nonlinearly stretching sheet with variable thickness are examined
in the presence of thermal stratification. Thermal stratification and passively controlled
nanoparticle concentration on the boundary condition in the presence of applied magnetics
and electric fields makes this investigation novelone.
The main conclusion of this study is stated as follows:
i.
High velocity is obtained for higher values of electric field and nonlinear
stretching sheet.
ii.
The temperature reduces with increasing values of the thermal stratification
parameter and Prandtl number.
iii.
Magnetic field effects on electrical conducting nanofluid suppressed the flow at
the initial stage and after some distance enhances due to electrical force near the
nonlinear stretching sheet surface which leads to enhancement of the skin friction
coefficient.
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iv.
v.

vi.

The radiative heat transfer and viscous dissipation in the presence of variable
thickness plays a dominant role in the temperature of the nanofluid.
Lewis number and thermophoresis of nanoparticles reduces the nanoparticle
concentration volume fraction for higher values but enhanced the mass transfer
rate at the controlled surface.
Brownian movement and thermophoresis nanoparticle deposition in the presence
of variable thickness and electric field reaches a significant role on the
nanoparticle concentration volume fraction due to random movement of ultrafine
nanoparticle suspended in the base fluid with passively controlled boundary at the
wall.
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